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This guide emerges as a result of the study* carried out by the 4 partners countries (Bulgaria, Belgium, 
Italy and Spain) within the framework of the Pave The Way Project, in which young social entrepreneurs 
were surveyed and conclusions were drawn about their needs. This study enables to adjust and give 
the elements needed in order to create their own social enterprise and implement social responsibility 
in their activities.

This guide aims to be a tool that facilitates the elaboration of a detailed analysis for the creation of social 
enterprises, including the social responsibility with the needs of the Society in which they are framed. 
In addition, it includes the realities and particulars of the four partner countries that have participated 
in the project.

*you can see in annex 1 the summary of result of studies for social young entrepreneur
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Introduction

The first thing we are going to do is make the CANVAS model before writing any 
project report or business plan explaining all the sections that make up the business 
model. It is critical to sketch and perform a canvas analysis to develop the business 
model in a way quick and simple

• The canvas model is very simple, a very intuitive and fun canvas. Print it in XL 
size and work with post-its and coloured markers.

• Allows you to work as a team: hang the canvas on the wall and make the 
canvas model visible to everyone. Remove the tables and work in groups in a very 
interactive and dynamic way. 

• Visual: It allows you to see all the important aspects that make up your business 
model canvas in a global way. I recommend that you leave the canvas exposed once 
the analysis is finished, so that all members have a clear overview of the company at 
a glance. 

How the Canvas model filled and what is it for? 

It is divided into nine modules; the right part is the one that refers to the external 
aspects of the company, the market, the environment. The right part of the canvas 
business model consists of the following blocks: market segment, value proposition, 
channels, relationship with customers and sources of income.

What aspects should be considered to develop a social entrepreneurship project?

A social enterprise is understood as a type of company whose task is the 
satisfaction of social, environmental or other needs of the community in which it 
operates.

Seen in this way, social enterprises apply market methods to achieve social 
objectives. 

This includes both non-profit organizations, as well as companies with commercial 
purposes but social commitment.

The objectives of this type of company are often referred to as the “triple bottom 
line”, since they imply success in three integrated areas: 

 y financial objectives, 

 y social objectives 

 y environmental objectives.
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This means that all social entrepreneurship aspires in some way to balance these 
three aspects of its fundamental role:

 y economic success,

 y social responsibility 

 y environmental responsibility.

Although there are different types of social entrepreneurship, it is important to 
highlight the local, which is based on solving the problems of a specific community, 
which is the one they know, and on which they can design and implement those 
actions that can best affect the problem detected.

These are the points where a business plan is broken down and which will be 
developed later: 

I. Project summary

II. Presentation of the project 

1. Personal dates of the promoter team

2. Motivations

III. Description of the business project

IV. Analysis of the market and commercial strategy

V. Marketing plan

1. Product

2. Prices

3. Publicity

4. Distribution channels

VI. Production plan

1. Service provision

2. Resources needed

3. Technological plan

4. Stock management

5. Quality management

6. Safety of hygiene
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VII. Organization plan

1. Organizational structure

2. Human resources

VIII. Legal plan – fiscal

1. Legal form and the reason / Licenses and permits

2. Taxes

3. Social Security

4. Coverage of responsibilities

5. Trademarks and patents

IX. Economic and financial plan

Canvas model template or Business model Canvas and How to 
use it.

What’s the Business Model Canvas?

If you’re already familiar, you can skip to the next section, ‘How do I get started?’. 

The Business Model Canvas (BMC) gives you the structure of a business 
plan without the overhead and the improvisation of a ‘back of the napkin’ sketch, 
without  the fuzziness (and coffee rings).

The Canvas has nine elements. Together these elements provide a pretty coherent 
view of a business’ key drivers:

1. Customer Segments: Who are the customers? What do they think? See? Feel? 
Do?

2. Value Propositions: What’s compelling about the proposition? Why do 
customers buy, use?

3. Channels: How are these propositions promoted, sold and delivered? Why? 
Is it working?

4. Customer Relationships: How do you interact with the customer through their 
‘journey’?

5. Revenue Streams: How does the business earn revenue from the value 
propositions?
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6. Key Activities: What uniquely strategic things does the business do to deliver 
its proposition?

7. Key Resources: What unique strategic assets must the business have to 
compete?

8. Key Partnerships: What can the company not do so it can focus on its Key 
Activities?

9. Cost Structure: What are the business’ major cost drivers? How are they 
linked to revenue?

*You can find the template in annex 1

Let’s start:

Leave the folios, computers, worktables ... and print the canvas in size XL (see 
annex 1) and paste it on a wall, which is visible to all. Grab post-its and coloured 
markers. Use a post it to reflect an idea, a concept or a characteristic. This way of 
working will allow you to modify EVERYTHING you want, move post-its, remove, add, 
or change as you progress in your analysis.

The Business Model Canvas has a work order. 

Below I list the order in which the blocks (modules) of the canvas are completed, 
following the canvas methodology.

To make a canvas, first fill the canvas modules on the right side. These blocks 
refer to the external part of the company, to the market. The fact that this part is filled 
in initially is not chance, the reason why you work in this way is that you must first know 
and analyse the environment in which your company operates or will operate, initially 
identifying your customer segment, what is it what you are going to offer them, how 
are you going to get to them, what relationship are you going to maintain with them 
and finally how are they going to pay you.

Knowing and testing these blocks is the first thing you must do before analysing 
the left part of the canvas.

STEP 1 | Print the canvas:

As we have already mentioned, print the canvas model in size XXL and paste it 
on a wall. 
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Grab post - its and coloured markers and get to work! In this case I will explain 
the canvas using the example of a canvas model developed by example of one social 
entrepreneur. 

See annex 2
STEP 2 | Reflection of the right part of the Canvas

SPAIN: SOCIAL LIBRARY that buy and sell first edition’s books for collectors and 
offer a space for read and buy books with low prices.

ITALY: SCHOOL CANTEEN: canteen service delivery in schools

BELGIUM FARMING – Production and sale of Organic fruit and vegetables 

BULGARIA: LAUNDRY SERVICES where part of the employees will be disable 
people.

The market:

Focus on the right side of the business model canvas and reflect on customer 
segment to determine your market niche, ask yourself to whom you create value! To 
analyze this block, there are specific work canvases that we will explain in other posts 
such as the value proposition canvas, the person canvas or the well-known empathy 
maps. example of one social entrepreneur. 

SPAIN: The main customers of the business will be the parents. In this case there 
is a difference between client (parents and mothers) and consumer (children).

ITALY: costumers of the business are schools/administration, while students are 
the main final consumers

BELGIUM:  

 y People who want to eat healthy with organic products.

 y People who wish to support this type of agriculture.

 y People who want a direct relationship with the producer.

 y People who live close to the production site and want local products.

BULGARIA: The main clients are going to be public authorities, social services, 
hospitals, hospice centers and other relevant organization which offer public/social 
services or are related to social enterprises.

Value Proposal: 

To define your value proposal, it is critical to know what problem you are helping 
to solve your clients.
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SPAIN: The added value proposal of the library is to be able to have access to 
culture by having sometimes the books for free or at a very low price, definitely this is 
a social component. Also, to offers the possibility to collectors, to access first editions 
to difficult books to find nowadays. 

ITALY: the value proposal of the school canteen will be to adopt environmental / 
economic / social sustainability practices and to offer a family and joyful atmosphere; 
food education and environmental sustainability education; co-design of the service; 
food security and service

BELGIUM:  

 y Promotion of cooperative spirit and partnership. 

 y Production of local products specific to our region.

 y Preservation of local sorts of fruits and vegetables.

 y Active participation to the local life. 

Our starting strategy: offer a lot of products (from all season) to attract clients. 
Afterward, diminish the product list meanwhile progressively educating the clients to a 
durable and local consumption 

BULGARIA: The added value is that we are going to offer cheaper price comparing 
with other market competitors and at the same time ensuring social employment for 
disable people and attracting public authorities/social organizations/health institutions 
to use our services with social added value

Channels:

Identify what will be the means by which you will make your value proposal reach 
your target customer segment. Sometimes your online Marketing strategy will be key 
in this section and others less.

SPAIN: The channels for selling of the Social Library are a local and marketplace

ITALY: School canteen: the channels by which the new model will be disclosed 
and shared will be direct interviews, meetings and web

BELGIUM: 

 y Store in the fam (privileged channel)

 y Delivery in a local cooperative

 y Delivery in Organic stores

 y Delivery with one of our partners: « Le jardin des mycorhizes ». 
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 y Livraison à la cidrerie, juste à côté du verger Delivery to the cider makers, next 
door to the orchard

 y Facebook page, website

 y Fodwe.be (platform for individuals or professionals) to sell at reduced price

BULGARIA: Our main channels are to use advantage under Public procurement 
related to social enterprises and at the same time personal meetings with key decision 
makers in public institutions. Also, we are going to use different on-line communication 
channels to promote the social added value of our services. 

Relationship with clients: 

Reflect on what your relationship with customers will be. Where does this 
relationship start and end? Also, your strategy in Social Networks and Online Marketing 
will be key in your relationship with customers. 

SPAIN: This business has a direct relation with local clients and collectors from 
the rest of world

ITALY: the relationship with costumers and consumers (represented by their 
families) will be structured on personal assistance, service co-creation practice and 
final consumer’s feedbacks monitoring

BELGIUM: 

 y Direct relationship with the client which allows to answer to his questions as well 
as his expectations (especially during in store sell).

 y The client has a relationship of trust; the history of the cultivated vegetables can 
be explained to him.

 y Relationship of trust with the people selling our products.

 y Participative relationship with the Cocoricoop which sells our products to 
support our agriculture model.

 y Faithfulness and recurrence.

BULGARIA: Part of this relationship is constituted by the national legal framework 
regarding public procurement. The social added value of the project (supporting 
disable people) has emotional and psychological impact to sustainable relationship 
with potential clients.
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Revenue flow: 

You must be clear about how you are going to make money. At the beginning 
put all the options that you can think of and later test how and how much your target 
customer is willing to pay (sale of assets, subscription, advertising ...) 

SPAIN: The main business source is the sale of first editions of classical books. This 
allowed to sell another kind of books at low prices or acquired  for free.

ITALY: main incomes: families and administration

 y Possible: enterprises (donations, special agreements)

BELGIUM: 

 y Cash sale (via the store)

 y Subscription sale (baskets of vegetables)

BULGARIA: One of the main sources for stable revenue is related to public 
procurements. Other one could be different kind of social related organizations as 
– hospice, hospitals, social centres, schools which have budget/needs for laundry 
services.

STEP 3 | Analyse your own company internally on the canvas model:

Once you know the environment of your company, adapt the internal pieces 
(blocks) to provide the “value proposal” detected in the best possible way; create 
alliances with the necessary agents, focus on the core activities of your business and 
think about what you need and what the cost structure is. That is, analyse:

Key Resources: 

What do you need to carry out the activity of your company? The resources can 
be physical, economic, human or intellectual. 

SPAIN: The following material resources are required: Cash Register and price 
reader (code scanner), computer, books and a local. 

Ital: Key resources: human and intellectual resources

BELGIUM: 

 y Greenhouses about 10% of the cultivated area

 y Irrigation

 y Seeds and seedlings for rarest sorts of vegetables

 y Store planning

 y Purchase and resale to compete our production
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BULGARIA: Our main resources are related to – equipment, production space, 
storage and chemical materials, experienced staffs who are going to train disable 
people.

Key Activities:

What are the core activities for your company? It is important to be clear about 
this block because it is what your company will do, the rest, which brings less value, 
you can outsource it. 

SPAIN: Buy and sell first editions of classical books

ITALY: School canteen: infrastructural activities, R&D and assistance activities, 
supply and incoming logistics, operational activities and outgoing logistics

BELGIUM: 

 y Production of organic products in short circuit.

 y Retail of vegetables, fruits, eggs, honey, mushrooms and other local products.

BULGARIA: Desk activities for client services, transport activities, technology 
processes for laundry services, equipment maintenance, supply services, storage 
activities

Key Partnerships:

List the agents you need to work with to make the business model work (strategic 
alliances, suppliers ...) 

SPAIN: This social entrepreneur needs to be in a network of specialized libraries 
and other stakeholders. 

ITALY: School canteen

 y Internal partnerships

 y Personal canteen 

 y Commission canteen

 y School staff

 y Providers

 y Intermediary for foodstuffs

 y Farms

 y Banks

 y Information services company

 y Suppliers of capital goods
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 y Strategic partnerships

 y Animal housing facilities

 y ONLUS that carry out free distribution of food

 y Neighbouring municipalities / canteens

 y Neighbouring companies / producers of capital goods with low environmental 
impact / software producers

 y Paediatricians

BELGIUM: 

 y Clément Tournis (owner of the field where the exploitation is)

 y The Cooperative Cocoricoop

 y Le “Jardin des mycorhizes” for local sales

 y Cider house du Condroz 

 y Local store in Sorée

 y Dekoster – producer of organic seedlings in Wallonia 

BULGARIA: Good relation with local and regional public authorities, municipal 
councils, managers of social centres, hospitals, hospices, educational organizations.

 Cost Structure: 

After analyzing the key activities, key resources and key associations, reflect on 
the costs that your company has. 

SPAIN: To start the business you need to categorize the costs in investment 
(amortizable material), fixed costs (rent, supplies, salaries ...) and variable costs (those 
derived from the sale of items in which the more you sell the higher the cost).

ITALY: School canteen

VARIABLE AND SEMIFIXED COSTS

Foodstuffs (organic / local / seasonal / fresh / fair trade)

Instrumental goods at the meal (for example 100% recyclable tableware)

Food education and sustainability activities

Costs for the problem analysis procedure

Water, electricity, gas

FIXED COSTS

Salaries of canteen staff
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Instrumental goods of the canteen service

Software / database for information management

Dietitian parcel

Bank services

Expenses for the management of web and mobile services

Assistance expenses

Water controls

Check on the service

BELGIUM: 

 y “Rental” costs (electricity, …)

 y Greenhouses, seedlings… (purchase of primary material)

 y Administrative expenses

 y Travel expenses

BULGARIA: Our main costs are related to:

 y Investment costs – equipment, software, office furniture, computers, storage 
equipment

 y Operational costs – cash for monthly costs, rent costs, salaries, materials, 
maintenance

You can see an interview of this library social entrepreneur “ La Social” - scan this code 
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Once you have your CANVAS you can start with your business plan following the 
model we propose below.

Business Plan

A business plan is a work tool for all those people or groups that want to develop 
a business initiative. In a Business Plan the different factors and objectives of each of 
the areas involved in the start-up of a business are collected.

The utility of the business plan is double. Internally, it helps the promoters of the 
project to start their business venture with a minimum of coherence, rigor, effectiveness 
and possibilities of success, and contributes in a relevant way to minimize the risks 
inherent in the generation of a business project. Externally, it is a letter of presentation 
of the project to third parties, which can be used to seek financial support, seek new 
partners, contact suppliers or apply for grants.

3.1. Project summary

This section is written at the end of the business plan and includes a brief 
description of the activity and the place where it is carried out, commercial name if 
there is one and if it is a new creation, a transfer, a new line of business, etc.
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In the case that funding is requested, a summary table and detail of what is being 
requested must be included.

INITIAL INVESTMENT

Own resources (41%) 2.500 €

Credit (advanced money from the incubator) (59%) 3.642 €

TOTAL FINANCING 6.142 €

FORECAST OF BENEFITS / LOSSES

First year 18.238 €

Second year 23.267 €

Third year 26.335 €

3.2. Presentation of the Project

Description of the activity that will be carried out as well as the profile of the 
promoters that makes up the project and the origin of the idea.

3.2.1. Personal data of the promoter team

 y Name and surname

 y ID Card

 y Birthdate

 y Address

 y Phone number

 y Curriculum vitae

*See annex 3 - Template Curriculum of social entrepreneur
3.2.2. Motivations and origin of the idea

Explain the evolution of the idea: 

 y How did the idea of creating the company come about? 

 yWho promoted it? 

 yWhat people have influenced when creating the company? 

 yWill they support you once the company is created?
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Explain the motivations to develop the idea:

 yWhy do you want to move this project forward? 

 y Strengths and weaknesses related to the project (SWOT analysis)

3.3. Description of the business project

Description of the project that will be completed:

Here we should emphasize the added value of the product or service we offer, because the 
product or service we offer must be bought for a specific reason; what are the differential 
factors in a positive relation to the others.
3.4. Analysis of the Market and Commercial Strategy

The objective of this section is to define the market to which we want to address. 
In addition, we will analyse the demand well, that is, our customers, and also those 
who are offering the same as us, our competitors.

Characteristics and trends of the market:

 y Description of the situation, evolution and trend in which the activity sector of 
the company is located. Issues to consider: sector in the birth phase, growth, 
mature, decline / recession; expected evolution, regulations / regulations that 
may affect the sector’s trend, entry or exit barriers, concentrated supply or 
demand ..

 y Description of the geographical area to which you will direct the product and 
service (neighbourhood, municipality, city, county, province ...). If it is a direct 
sales service to the client, describe the location and environment of your 
activity. Attached photocopy of the location of the activity (municipality / 
neighbourhood).

 y Description of the main socio-demographic and economic characteristics of 
the target area of   your product or service: number of inhabitants, age structure, 
level of income in the area, level of employment and unemployment, cultural 
level. Economic structure of the area: main activities.

In most of the countries there are demographical studies of the government. You can see here 
an example of market studies of Catalunya.
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Analysis of the demand: definition of the profile of the clients to whom the product 
or service is directed:

Characteristics of clients:

§Analysis of the purchasing process and consumer habits of the customers: who 
decides the purchase, how the purchase is made (reflexively or impulsively), frequency 
(daily, weekly, monthly, annual purchase ...), channels (traditional shop, large area, 
catalog, Internet ...)

 y Quantification of potential customers. Depending on the characteristics 
identified, determine what number of people / companies make up the potential 
market.

 y Contacts already established and / or list of clients. Also indicate the expected 
frequency of purchase.

 y Collection system foreseen.

*See annex 4 - template of customers of demand
Analysis of the competition: 

 y Description of those companies, that offers our same products:

 y Analysis of the main competitors: if you can identify them, make a list with the 
name of the company, product or service, price, quality, volume of business, 
location and type of client to which they are directed.

 y Competitive strategy that uses competition. Explain the means used by the 
competition to attract customers, if through cost or differentiation of the 
product.

 y Strengths and weaknesses of the competition.

 y Strengths and weaknesses of your project in relation to the competition.

*See annex 5 - template of the direct competence analysis
3.5. Marketing plan

It will help us defend the product before the customer. You have to specify how 
the customer will get to know the product or service, how you will convince him to 
choose what you offer and how you will get to your business. In this section we will 
describe the product, its price and the communication and distribution strategy that 
we will use.

3.5.1. Product

 y Description of the activity to be developed. Attach a list of services or products.
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 y List the differentiating and innovative features of your product or service with 
respect to other products on the market.

 y Needs that are intended to be covered. It is very important to analyse the needs 
of the consumer, since our point of view may not coincide with the needs of our 
client. The strategies directed to cover the maximum of needs or in a better way 
will be those that will make us more competitive. We must go beyond our offer 
of products and services. We have to think about what specific needs we satisfy 
and what benefits we bring to our clients.

3.5.2. Prices

 y Criteria for determining prices. List the criteria that have been used to determine 
prices, depending on the prices of the competition, the costs, the price willing to 
pay for our client and the expected benefit. Our product will be in a market and 
it is important to determine what price level we will apply. The price will influence 
sales, the image and, more importantly, the profitability of the company.

 y Price list: Indicate the sale price of each of the products or the hourly price of the 
service you offer. Also put the purchase price (in some cases it can be difficult 
but the effort is worth it) and the resulting margin. Calculation of the margin = 
(PV-PC)/PV x 100

3.5.3. Promotion and publicity

 y Define how the new company will be announced, if there are promotions or 
initial discounts, and the cost of each one of the shares.

 y If we have different types of target customers, determine the advertising and 
promotional system of each one.

EXAMPLE: The launch campaign conducted by a hairdresser consisted of the following:
 y The first week services at 6 euros.

 y In addition, a lottery takes part in the raffle of cosmetics valued at 300 euros 
(excuse to create a customer database).

 y The customer card was also created, which consists of a card in which every 4 
services of the same type has a free one, and in the same card it is said that 
if you bring to the hairdresser a person not registered as a client, you will be 
entitled to a discount of 20% for both and in all services.

3.5.4. Distribution channels

 yWhat channels will be used to get our product or service to customers? Direct 
points of sale, wholesale, retail, ...
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3.6. Production plan

 y In this section we will detail the manufacturing process of the product or what 
is the process to provide the service. We will detail the resources necessary to 
develop our activity and how we will manage our suppliers.

3.6.1. Manufacturing process or service provision

 y Detail the manufacturing process of the product or service, identifying those 
processes that will be carried out within the company and which will be 
subcontracted.

3.6.2. Resources needed: facilities, infrastructure, equipment and labour

 y Detailed description of the premises if there is one (photographs if necessary).

 y Description of the elements to carry out our activity and its cost.

3.6.3. Technological plan

 y Type of technology used and its main characteristics.

 y State in which the market of the employed technologies and expected future 
forecasts are located.

3.6.4. Stock management: Procurement and storage

 y A good calculation of the stock forecast will help us adjust the costs that 
correspond to the purchase and storage and not overvalue our needs.

 y It is necessary to detail the raw materials and the necessary goods to start 
working, besides detailing the type of merchandise by supplier.

 y It is essential to make a careful selection of our suppliers of goods and essential 
goods for the development and proper functioning of our activity. We must 
name them and specify what payment and supply conditions we will have.

 yWe also have to determine what financing possibilities we will have from the 
suppliers.

*See the annex 6 – Template for stock control
3.6.5. Quality management. 

 y How will quality be measured? How will it be controlled?

 y Actions related to the product / service, the client or the results of the company.

3.6.6. Safety and hygiene, and environmental management
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 y Measures related to safety and hygiene to be adopted. How will the occupational 
risk prevention plan be made? Who will do it, the entrepreneur himself or will the 
service be outsourced?

 yWhat are the risks detected and how will they be avoided?

 y Measures regarding the environment: 

 y Can waste be minimized in the purchase/production/sales processes? 

 yWhat will you do with the different types of garbage/waste?

3.7. Organization plan

3.7.1. Organizational structure:

List of workplaces, specifying the tasks and functions of each one and the most 
appropriate profile:

 y Administration:

 y Commercial:

 y Production:

 y Address:

 y Innovation:

 y Computing:

 y Others:

Organizational chart with the organic dependency of each one of the places of 
work:

General 
Direction 

Technical 
Direction 

. ....  

Administration/ 
Human 

Resources 
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3.7.2. Human resources needed:

 y Profile of workers.

 y Forms of personnel hiring and cost of each place of work.

 y Indicate if any external contract will be necessary.

 y How the distribution of benefits will be made between the partners, if this is the 
case.

NOTE: if you plan to expand the workforce in the medium term, include it as an objective in 
the last section of the business plan.
3.8. Legal plan – fiscal

3.8.1. Indicate the chosen legal form and the reason for your choice:

 y Individual entrepreneur (autonomous)

 y SCP

 y SCCL

 y SL

 y SLL

 y SLNE

 y SA

You can use this link to see all the legal forms in the different countries:

SPAIN: BELGIUM: ITALY: BULGARIA:

 

3.8.2. Licenses, permits and procedures to constitute the activity:

PROCESSING PLACE COST

Opening communication or 

Environmental City Council License

Census declaration - Model 036 Treasury Delegation

High self-employed / general scheme General Treasury Social Security
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SPAIN: BELGIUM: ITALY: BULGARIA:

 

3.8.3. Taxes to pay (choose modality): 

 y IRPF (tax of rent for physical persons) - Autonomous and SCP (Private Civil 
Society) - 

 y Determination of performance Compatibility 

 y Business activities:

 y Normal direct estimation regime

 y Accounting adjusted to the Commercial Code for mercantile business activities: 
Inventory book and annual accounts (balance sheet, profit and loss account 
and report) and daily book.

 y Simplified direct estimation regime.

 y Book of income and sales record, book record of purchases and expenses, book 
of registration of investment goods.

 y Objective estimation regime

 y (IRPF modules)

 y QUARTERLY AMOUNT: ____________ €

 y Save invoices by order of dates and by quarters.

 y Save the supporting documents of the indices, modules or signs applied.

 y They have no obligation to keep accounting books, but if depreciations are 
deducted, they must keep an investment property registration book.

 y Professional activities.

 y Normal Direct Estimation Regime.

 y Simplified direct estimation system qCorporate tax

 y Companies
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 y Compatibility adjusted to the Commercial Code Inventory book and annual 
accounts (balance sheet, profit and loss account and report) and daily book.

 y Book of income and sales record, book record of purchases and expenses, book 
of registration of investment goods.

 y or VAT, VAT mode

 y General scheme

 y Simplified regime (VAT modules) QUARTERLY AMOUNT: ____________ €

 y Special regime of equivalence surcharge (mandatory retail merchants).

 y Special regime of agriculture, industry and fisheries

 y Special regime for used goods, objects of art, antiques and collectibles

 y Special arrangements for travel agencies

 y Tax on economic activities

 y Heading € fee Bonus 

 y Exempt? __x_ Yes ___No 

3.8.4 Social security

 y Type of partners

 y Individual entrepreneur

 yWorker member of a cooperative or labour society

 y Partner of a mercantile society

 y Administrator of a mercantile society

 y Regime to which partners are welcome

 y Autonomous regime Monthly fee

 y General scheme

 y General scheme assimilated (without unemployment or FOGASA)

 y Social security cost of workers, if there are.

SPAIN: BELGIUM: ITALY: BULGARIA:
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3.8.5. Coverage of responsibilities: what insurance do you have to provide? OR DO 
YOU NEED

The entrepreneur has to decide what type of insurance he needs depending on 
each country, as well as the activity that he will carry out with his company.

3.8.6. Trademarks and patents

Tradenames. Internet domains: Explain if the intellectual property of the company 
will be registered and how it will be done.

3.9. Economic and financial plan 

The objective of this section is to establish the economic and financial aspects 
of the activity and must conclude with the analysis of the economic and financial 
feasibility of the project.

Determine the initial investment and sources of financing: it reflects the amount 
of money needed to start the activity and the sources of financing to obtain that 
amount of money.

Emphasize that the difference between investment and financing must be zero.

This plan should deal with these basic points: 

 y Three-year treasury table: forecast of payments and collections over three years.

 y Three-year income statement: Reflects all income and expenses of the company 
in the first three years. In this section we will find the point of equilibrium.

 y Loan repayment schedule: In case of requesting a loan from a financial 
institution, it is necessary to foresee the monthly instalments to be paid.

 y Inventory tables (with and without VAT).

 y Price scan with the unit cost of the products and their margin.

 y Forecast of income per day per day or week (in the financial plan it will be 
monthly) that justifies the amount of product used and reasoning the seasonality 
and progression that we normally reflect in the financial plan.

To carry out this section it is necessary to fill in the attached Excel document.

Other information of interest:
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Example: Farming

INVESTMENTS FINANCING

    

1. Constitution fees  - €  1. Personnal contribution  2.500,00 €  

   Cash contribution  2.500,00 €  

2. Intangible assets  - €   Material contribution  - €  

    

3. Financial assets  - €  2. Banking loans  - €  

    

4. Tangible assets  3.059,00 €  3. Short-term loan  - €  

 Land  - €    

 Building costs  - €    

 Furniture  - €  4. Long-term loan  - €  

 Materials  3.059,00 €    

 Rolling stock  - €    

 Professional furniture  - €  5. Advance on liquid assets 
from the incubator  3.642,23 €  

 Other material investments  - €    

    

5. Stocks  1.810,56 €    

    

6. Minimum liquid assets  442,67 €    

    

7. Launching costs  830,00 €    

     

TOTAL 6.142,23 € TOTAL 6.142,23 € 
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Forecast | Example: Farming - Forecasts

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Revenue 41.080,00 € 45.188,00 € 49.706,00 €   
Total goods sales (own produc�on) 41.080,00 € 45.188,00 € 49.706,00 €   
Direct sales 25.000,00 € 27.500,00 € 30.250,00 €   
Sales through dealers (from other producers) 2.080,00 €   2.288,00 €   2.516,00 €      
Purchase/resales 14.000,00 € 15.400,00 € 16.940,00 €   
Goods purchases/subcontrac�ng 9.702,51 €   10.187,64 € 10.697,02 €   
Raw material 4.353,93 €   4.571,63 €   4.800,21 €      
General subcontrac�ng -  €             -  €             -  €               
Goods purchases 5.348,58 €   5.616,01 €   5.896,81 €      
Gross profit 31.377,49 € 35.000,36 € 39.008,98 €   
Charges 13.139,05 € 11.732,55 € 12.674,08 €   
Net profit before taxes 18.238,44 € 23.267,81 € 26.335,70 €   
Taxes 3.577,00 €   5.692,00 €   7.073,00 €      
Net profit 14.661,44 € 17.575,81 € 19.262,70 €   
Cash Flow 14.661,44 € 17.575,81 € 19.262,70 €   
Entrepreneur income 12.840,00 € 15.600,00 € 18.000,00 €   
Payback capacity 1.821,44 €   1.975,81 €   1.262,70 €      

Numbers are presented VAT excluded

4. Annexes.

ANNEX 1: O1 to O2 transition

Under Intellectual Output 1 two questionnaires were elaborated with the objective 
to identify the target group needs and a document on the current status of social 
entrepreneurship in the project partner states.

Social enterprises need funding, but as well, appropriate training should be 
provided, further qualification and better legal framework (at least in Bulgaria). It is 
obvious that social entrepreneurship is still quite an exotic phrase in Bulgaria, but that 
was the idea of the project – to facilitate the transfer of knowledge, experience and 
good practices from Belgium, Italy, and Spain to Bulgaria and raise the awareness on 
social entrepreneurship there.

Identifying the most important barriers to the development of social 
entrepreneurship depends on the situation in the countries. Raising funds is a crucial 
aspect for any kind of economic activity. Belgium and Italy have deep experience 
in social entrepreneurship and the state funds either at a national level or through 
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regional funds social enterprises. In Bulgaria the situation differs significantly. Social 
enterprises rely on EU programs and funding, as well as on commercial activity, but in 
this way the continuity is compromised.

Concerning the profile of the respondents and their needs - above 40% of the 
respondents from Belgium, Bulgaria and Italy come from NGOs; the respondents from 
Spain come predominantly from large enterprises. 

Increasing competencies is a key element in modern life nowadays. The Belgian 
respondents have the support from the state by funding and they identify as important 
the need of training how to generate ideas, to evaluate them and how to plan in 
a financially stable context, whereas Bulgarian and Italian respondents need further 
clarification of what the legal documentation regarding social enterprises are. 

Concerning the background of the respondents, most respondents from 
Belgium, who are members of NGO, are involved in education and training activities; 
Bulgarian respondents are predominantly involved in social services, but tourism and 
education and training; Italian respondents focus on education and training, but 
health and social services, as well; Spanish respondents fluctuate between education 
and training, tourism and youth services. The Belgian respondents plan to work with 
ethnical minorities. Italians plan to work with adolescents who are not fully integrated 
in society. Bulgarians plan to work with physically disabled people. The Spanish 
respondents answer that they would work with ethnical minorities, but they work for 
large enterprises with no social mission, so the findings are highly questionable.

Concerning the respondent main challenge, the Belgian respondents focus on 
the implementation of strategies for social responsibility and the conditions for people 
from marginal groups to adapt to society and increase their standards of living. The 
Bulgarian respondents focus on reducing cost and reducing expenditure. The Italian 
group understands the targets of a social establishment as adaptation of services to 
client demands. The Spanish group identifies the target as a boost in productivity.

The above-mentioned needs are taken into consideration when customizing the 
canvas model. The major topic of interest are highlighted for a multidisciplinary, but 
yet efficient approach when bringing to audience the model.

You can see the complete study in this link: 
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Annex 2: Template for Canvas model

Annex 3:Template for Curriculum of social entrepreneur 

TRAINING

Diploma Center Duration Date of ending

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Enterprise Activity Date of 
beginning

Date of 
ending Charge/responsibilities 
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Annex 4: Template of customers of demand

COSTUMERS 
PROFILE

DEMOGRÀFIC
•Gender
•Age
•civil state
•family characteristics
•Occupation
•level of studies
•random level

PSICOGRAFICS
•life style
•Personality
•Social class

BEHAVIOUR
•Searched benefit
•Buying frequency
• level of loyalty 
•Level of use
•place and moment of use
•User category 

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

Annex 5: Template of the direct competence analysis

Name of the 
competitor 
enterprise

Product or
 service

Level of 
prices (€) Allocation 

Weak points 
related to the 

market

Strong points related 
to the market

MY SOCIAL 
ENTREPRISE
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Annex 6: Template for stock control

Description Supplier Amount/
quantity Cost per unit Total Month of 

payment
Own resources /

without

Total

% PAYMENTS

Cash

at 30 days

at 60 days

at 90 days

at 180 days

TOTAL


